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\textit{Vibrio parahaemolyticus} is a food-borne pathogen autochthonous to the marine and estuarine ecosystem, which is responsible for gastroenteritis due to the consumption of contaminated raw seafood. Here, we report the draft genome sequence of \textit{V. parahaemolyticus} VP-49, isolated from seafood, to identify the different virulence attributes and to study the mechanisms that enhance its environmental fitness.

\textit{Vibrio parahaemolyticus} is a Gram-negative, halophilic bacterium autochthonous to the marine environments and is responsible for causing seafood-borne gastroenteritis in humans (1–4). Recently, we have identified and analyzed the distribution of the T3SS2 genes in \textit{trh}\(^{+}\) \textit{V. parahaemolyticus} isolated from seafood harvested along the Mangalore coast, India (5). Here, we report the draft genome sequence of one such isolate of \textit{V. parahaemolyticus}, named VP-49, with the aim of understanding the distinction between clinical and environmental isolates of this versatile pathogen.

Genomic DNA was extracted from \textit{V. parahaemolyticus} VP-49 using a QIAamp DNA minikit (Qiagen, Germany). A concentration of 50 ng/\mu l was used for the genome sequencing. The raw sequence data were generated after library preparation on the Ion Torrent PGM platform. The sequence data were assembled using CLC Genomics Workbench version 6. Structural gene prediction and functional annotation were performed using the Rapid Annotations using Subsystems Technology (RAST) server (6).

A total of 1,017,077 reads with a mean read length of 160 bp for 200-bp fragmentation chemistry obtained from the Ion PGM were assembled into 137 contigs. The draft genome had a length of 5,047,822 bp, as expected for \textit{V. parahaemolyticus} VP-49, isolated from seafood harvested along the Mangalore coast, India (5). Here, we report the draft genome sequence of one such isolate of \textit{V. parahaemolyticus}, named VP-49, with the aim of understanding the distinction between clinical and environmental isolates of this versatile pathogen.

The analysis obtained from the RAST server revealed 533 subsystems. The annotated genome has 74 genes responsible for resistance to antibiotic and toxic compounds, including 26 genes for multidrug resistance efflux pumps. A total of 238 genes code for membrane transport proteins. A brief analysis of the \textit{V. parahaemolyticus} VP-49 draft genome also revealed the presence of genes coding for thermostable direct hemolysin (TDH)-related hemolysins (T3SS1 and T3SS2) and showed that this strain lacks unique sequences found in the acute hepatopancreatic necrosis disease (AHPND)-causing \textit{V. parahaemolyticus}. The T3SS2 of VP-49 had a G+C content of 38.2%, which is considerably lower than the rest of the genome, which is characteristic of the pathogenicity island acquired through horizontal gene transfer. The draft genome sequence of \textit{V. parahaemolyticus} VP-49 will be useful in future studies to determine the different virulence attributes as well as mechanisms that enhance its environmental or host fitness.

\textbf{Nucleotide sequence accession number.} This whole-genome shotgun project has been deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank under the accession number \texttt{JEMS00000000}. The version described in this paper is the first version.
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